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PREFACE

Dear Well-wishers,
KBS proudly announces and expresses its an ecstasy on completion of its 26 years of its journey (19932019) As a matter of fact, we are keenly exultant to celebrate unalloyed ‘Silver Jubilee’ Celebration in
Feb. 2020 with great pomp and circumstance.
The destination we reached today is the outcome of team work sincerely and assiduously endeavored for
the sake of poor, down-trodden and under privileged children. It is a really wonderful role that KBS has
played over the course of 25 years.
Nevertheless, Invincible situations that have persistently created different complications from the
unfavorable social set-up but our unflinching determination, sublime coaxing, and above all our wellwishers unconditional support eventually obviated the vexed situations.
Hopefully our journey for the Golden Jubilee will be more amazing, tremendous and dynamic.
The work done with “Zest” produces the Best.

2019 HIGHLIGHTS

1. NEW building – A sophisticated pursuit
KBS has finally shifted its presence from old building to New one A sophisticated, well-spacious and
above all very much familiar to learning environment, calm and cozy atmosphere, spacious and wellequipped computer lab, library, well furnished class-rooms, staff room, principal office and many more. I
wake of easing the things for our students.

2. A Memorable day in the history of KBS
A rare and exceptional sublime coaxing had been conferred to this institution by Late Pema Rigzin over
the course of his presence. In fact, he put into his best in pursuit of excellence for which the institution shall
remain indebted.
Of course, we are liable to pay our humble tribute, on the 6th of May as we observe this day as a
“Peace Day of the year”.
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We did organize “English Symposium” The topic: “Water is precious: save water” After the lunch break
different types of games activities were organized and prizes were given away to the winners.

3. OUR STUDENTS IN SCOUT TROOP
“Come to learn and go to serve” This popular slogan, invariably keeps a worth significance for us esp.
for learning students. It is apparently, a significant approach; in wake of preparing diligent students by
translating the human values such as; co-operation, altruism, mutuality, reciprocity and fraternity so that
our foundation of social relationship could be consolidated off and on, scout scholars are likely to render
their services to the social set-ups at large.

4. C0-CURRICULUM: BIG PICTURE
Co-curricular activities are not only complementary to the academic betterment but also essential or
human excellence. Through which immature intellect gets familiar to the crowning significance of inner
potential, recognizing the intrinsic worth of this very essence. KBS offers student a wholesome education
based on the principles of “A change in outlook”.
KBS combines academic subjects with a mutual comprehensibility in wake of broadening its scope as well
as exploring new outlets through co-curricular discipline.

Our Annual diary of co-curricular activities summarized below:
S.No.

Type

Title

Group

1

ENG. Symposium

Water is precious; Save water

Senior

2

Handwriting Comp.

…………………………..

Junior

3

Drawing Comp.

…………………………..

All

4

Eng Symposium

Children; The future of tomorrow

Senior

5

Eng. Debate

Animals are safe in zoo or forest

Senior

6

Poem Competition

……………………………

Senior

7

Eng. Quiz

……………………………

Senior

8

Computer Quiz

…………………………….

Senior

9

General Quiz

…………………………….

Senior

5. OUT-DOOR VISIT OR EXCURSION
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Our school has two fold purpose, educational and development of human personality. They exist, first for
the preservation and storage of knowledge that can be accumulated through chalk and talk pursuits
within the institution.
But creative ventures in the field of excursion cast their immense influence on the mind and personality of
scholars.
For which we do organize outdoor visits for all classes i.e. Nur. To X. This year too from class nursery to X
students visited historical and cultural sites of country.

6. A big Event: Games and Sports
Games and sports are vital entities help to elaborate the inner and outer personality of scholars. Through
this contrivance a comprehensive pursuit of gathering is likely to be possible. Games and sports are not
just physical exercise but a way of integrating the harmony and peace through Inter house competition.
Keeping in view this fact; KBS did organize a great event of games and sports on 31st Jan- 2nd Feb for
all classes from Nurs. To X. Prizes were given to all the winners.

7. CHILDREN’S DAY
Children’s day is very, very special for our children not in a sense that it is a day for joy only but also
their creativity imagination, outlet, etc. get an opportunity to be staged on the public platform. KBS
offers an open and free access to contribute into ‘A talent show’ that has successfully been performed
with affluent cultural program on 15th sept.

8. Satisfactory outcome in SEE
We feel ourselves professes and delighted that KBS is very consistent in producing outstanding
performance in SEE. We have witnessed good output this year too.
No. of students appeared
A+
A
B+
B

69
16
38
15
1

9. “OUT-DOOR” achievements
Students of KBS re inherent in art and literature whenever the opportunities are availed to them, they do
their best and achieve positions into different activities. This year too in the month of Nov. Arunima
Secondary School organized Inter-School drawing competition in which Mr. Nawang Gyurmey of Class X
‘B’ got 1st position out of 24 schools.
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10. WORKFORCE RETENTION
With the sole purpose of updating teacher’s knowledge, our teachers are made a part of the training
sessions and workshops happening at other schools. Our teachers attended various workshops some of
them are:
Training

Topic

Organized by

Principal Training

“Evolving Leadership with Emotional
Intelligence”

Dr. Neel Kanthan

“English Grammar”

Mrs. Gayatri Khanna

English Teacher Training

Oxford University press, India

Oxford University press, India
Primary Teachers
Training

Motivation to Teaching Professional

Coordinator Training

Time Management/ Dealing with parents

Dr. Tara Prasad Giri
Lawanya International
Ms. Puja Shah
Lawanya International

Teacher’s Training

“Teaching Practical Education”

Volunteers Initiative Nepal

Coordinators Training

A 5 days Customized Teacher Professional
Development training for Private School
Teachers

By Province-3, Government

Attendee teachers further share the knowledge with other fellow teachers widening the sphere of
wisdom.
SUBLIME THANKS
Noble friends, we KBS family is happy and professed with resultant output so far so good. The fragrance
that sings the glory of KBS is basically the output of your noble blessings and help of your.

Happy ‘X-MAS’ Day and New-YEAR
May this touch in the most wonderful way where your dreams touch the sky and your hopes reach
brighter horizons surrounding you with “Love and Laughter”.
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